Let’s get back to the fundamentals: Don’t talk to strangers. Solid advice when you were a kid, and solid advice today to keep your business secure.

From the producers of the AutoShun and Malware Domains communities, RiskAnalytics protects businesses and individuals by producing real-time, authoritative cyber-threat intelligence—and then weaponizing it. We track and flag cyber criminals by their IP address and/or domain and deliver this intelligence as a service, called ShadowNet. We cut off the criminal’s ability to communicate with your network in real time. Our data-driven, proactive approach to cybersecurity is offered in several cost effective and automated ways to fit every need, system and customer.

Our always-on feed of the latest cyber threat intelligence helps you manage the human, legal and financial elements of cyber risk—all with the simplicity of a plug-and-play solution. Peace of mind has never been so effortless.

No one is safe from cyber threats. But ShadowNet provides a crucial layer of cyber security to neutralize threats and fortify your defenses. Talk to us today to learn how you can be best protected from threats.

COMMUNITY PROJECTS

Supporting our community of analysts and threat hunters will continue to be of high importance to RiskAnalytics. With their input, AutoShun and Malware Domains have become two of the most authoritative open sources for highly reliable threat analytics. Additionally, our partnership with Google’s VirusTotal has become the “go-to-source” for confirmation of submitted threats and a great source of raw threat data to feed our patented approach to cyber security.

- **AutoShun**: A collaborative Open Source IP Intel sharing community, supported by thousands of contributors making it one of the most authoritative intelligence feeds available.

- **Malware Domains**: A leading open source authority on malicious domains, leveraging embedded intelligence in tens of millions of web browser plug-ins to actively block malicious domains.

- **VirusTotal**: As an invited contributor of Google’s VirusTotal, RiskAnalytics is a part of an exclusive community that scores and rates malware samples, IP’s and Domains, serving Fortune 500 companies, governments and leading security companies.
We track, source and correlate malicious traffic from distributed global sensors. This data is processed through our patented threat correlation engine, creating a dynamic list of domains and IPs that are actively involved in cyber-crime. This intelligence, called ShadowNet is created in real-time, constantly fresh and always evolving. Now weaponized for threat mitigation, it can be directly fed into your network infrastructure.

**ShadowNet is the most effective form of cybersecurity – delivered in a way that improves and complements your existing security efforts.**

**/ ShadowNet Direct**
Ingest a dynamic intelligence feed directly into your existing firewall, SIEM or SOC

**/ ShadowNet IntelliShun**
Weaponized threat intelligence gateways (TIGs), offered in 1G or 10G

**/ ShadowNet Extension**
A weaponized intelligence feed, provided as a plug-in or browser extension to Firefox or Chromium-based browsers

**/ ShadowNet Mobile**
Launch the ShadowNet mobile app and be protected everywhere you go

---

**RAW DATA SOURCES**
- Global Sensors
- Community Samples
- Passive DNS
- Open-source Intelligence
- Customer Devices

**THREAT CORRELATION ENGINE**

**1. COLLECTION**
We continuously aggregate customers’ networks and compare against our existing database

**2. NORMALIZATION**
Approved intel is normalized to a common format for analysis:
- M2M
- STIX
- TAXII
- YETI

**3. ANALYZATION**
The resulting intel is automated (or Weaponized) for mechanized response

**4. INTELLIGENCE**
The resulting threat intelligence is ShadowNet

---

Ready to learn more about how RiskAnalytics can protect your organization? Reach out for a demo and quick analysis from our sales team. Call 855.639.4427 or email sales@riskanalytics.com today.